Dear BDSs,

It was a late summers night back in 1965, the air was still and there was complete silence outside. We were relaxing in Flier Flat U332 after a long day of lectures, aimlessly scrolling through Facebook until we came across a photo of the BDS’s reps at the time, and it was at that moment where our story began.

We shared the same dream, half seriously and half jokingly, to run for year rep when we got to 5th year, which at the time seemed like a lifetime away, but alas, we blocked and here we are. We are so happy to have represented every single one of you this year, it has been an honour that you have entrusted us with so much, and we hope we have delivered! It hasn’t been easy, a global pandemic got in the way a little bit, but it has definitely been worth it.

These last 5 years have been full of beautiful memories for us all, and we hope this is just the start!

Lots of love,

Your year reps,

Melody (Senior year rep) & Maryam (Junior year rep)

---

Dear Class of Covid-19,

What a pleasure it’s been putting together an incredible 5 years of memories (although our time came to an abrupt end). It was not easy but we loved reading all your funny memories, flicking through photos and seeing the results of the polls. Thank you for putting up with our constant WhatsApp reminders and physical confrontations. We hope you treasure this book as a reminder of the ups and downs, your amazing colleagues and incredible achievements. Please enjoy reading, a lot of love and care has gone into it.

We will miss you all dearly!

Your yearbook reps,

Anisa (Senior) & Riffat (Junior)

---

Dear Final Year,

Congratulations to you all, as to get this far is an amazing achievement.

My advice to you all is:

1) Be confident
2) Use your patients names
3) Smile
4) It’s ok to not know stuff
5) Remember you are human
6) Ask questions
7) Listen to your patients
8) Have downtime and hobbies
9) Keep on learning
10) Don’t sweat the small stuff

Remember, life is like a boomerang - you get what you give.

Much Love - Dr Sufranxxx

---

A combined university and professional education means an intensive and challenging time but now you are prepared and ready to join a great profession. Congratulations on your success! Appreciate and enjoy it the next chapter!

Professor Coulthard

Wow, how time flies!
It’s been an amazing time being part of your journey and I am grateful for the time we have spent together; I wish everyone of you the very best for the future. Live well,

Dr Giwa

Well done on everything you have achieved, and I wish you the best of luck in your future careers. You thoroughly deserve it!

Dr Payne

It’s been a real pleasure and honour being involved in your journey through dental school. As you move on from here, stay true to yourselves and your values. Resist others who try to tell you what you should do but learn from everyone and have confidence in finding your own way even when it seems you have no idea where you are going. All the best,

Dr Hurst

Congratulations Class of 2020!

Well done on everything you have achieved, and I wish you the best of luck in your future careers. You thoroughly deserve it!

I have taught you from your early days in the labs, at Barkantine through to your case presentations and finals cases. A special hello to my personal tutor group 5.7 who were a great group and thank you for not giving me too many problems over the years! I hope I was able to play a small part in helping you become the qualified clinicians you now are. This is the start of what is hopefully an enjoyable career for you all. Work towards your goals and remember to make time for friends and family.

Dr Woodhoo

---

Another year gone and what an important year for you all. I have had the privilege of watching you develop from naive and nervous clinicians into the confident and competent professionals you have now become. On a personal note, I have also had the pleasure of following my own tutor group from year 2 until graduation – it has been an absolute joy! As a year group you will look back fondly on your undergraduate careers, as do I, and you will always be welcomed back either in a professional capacity or just to visit. I look forward to watching how your careers progress.

Take time to enjoy your graduation and what you have achieved. It is well deserved, I wish you all the very best for the future.

Dr Payne

---

Keep in touch now you are colleagues.

Dr Woodhoo

---

Dear Final Year,

Congratulations to you all, as to get this far is an amazing achievement.

My advice to you all is:

1) Be confident
2) Use your patients names
3) Smile
4) It’s ok to not know stuff
5) Remember you are human
6) Ask questions
7) Listen to your patients
8) Have downtime and hobbies
9) Keep on learning
10) Don’t sweat the small stuff

Remember, life is like a boomerang - you get what you give.

Much Love - Dr Sufranxxx
Dear Class of 2020,

It is almost time to say goodbye as another year has raced by and the latest cohort of students gets ready to leave and go out into the big wide world of dentistry. Before you go, I just want to say well done and many, many congratulations on all your successes. We are all extremely proud of all of you and your achievements, and hope that you will always look back fondly on your time here, and the happy memories that you have made here. Don’t forget that you had the best possible start to a career in dentistry as you trained at Barts and the London School of Medicine and Dentistry. Please don’t forget us here and do keep in touch as we love to hear how you are all getting on. I hope that all goes well in your chosen careers whatever they may hold for you. May they be long, worthwhile and rewarding, and hopefully based around oral surgery! And finally give yourselves a big pat on the back— you deserve it!

Dr Jones

---

Congratulations, you did it.
Wishing you all the best in your future.
Do Good and be good
Love & Best wishes,
Dr Ranauta

---

It’s about that time of the year when I say to myself it’s about that time of the year to write something in the Yearbook. It gets more difficult to write an original message with each passing year as it usually includes the following... sincere congratulations – tick, enjoy your practice of dentistry – tick, be ethical and kind – tick, make sure you come to the Old Londoners – tick, make sure your denture designs are clear of gingival margins where possible – big tick. So what else is there?

My sons are a similar age to you so I have a constant reminder of how out of touch I am becoming or have become. I don’t have an Instagram account; my phone keeps sending me notifications to join Tik Tok and I don’t know how to switch them off (please help me); when I floss it’s only on my teeth and I doubt I will ever twerk, not even at the Grad Ball, so don’t ask. No doubt if I ever do join in with any of this social media stuff it will be a sign for young people to move on. So my message to you is huge and sincere congratulations at qualifying as dentists. It’s really important that you enjoy your practice of dentistry as it is a difficult job to do. Practice ethically, be kind to your colleagues and keep in touch via the Alumni association... and don’t forget those denture designs.

Best wishes
Dr Sharma

---

To the Class of 2020,

Graduation is a time of completion, of finishing, of an ending, however, it is also a time of celebration of achievement and a new beginning for you all. I want to congratulate you all on your achievements over the last five years and wish you all the very best for the future. Dentistry is a fantastic profession that will offer diverse and exciting opportunities to many of you in the years ahead. Wherever your future takes you – I wish you all health, happiness and success!!!

You have been a lovely YEAR to teach and wish you all the very best wishes for the future.

Dr Sharma

---

To the Class of 2020

Congratulations on all that you have achieved and passing BDS. It’s been a pleasure teaching you from Year 3 Guttman sessions, then getting to tell many of you off when I first became Year Lead in your fourth year and finally, helping to see you all through to finals and “nurture” you out of the Hospital (some with the end of our boots to ensure you got through the door) hehe. It’s been a lot of hard work for you all, hopefully you’ve all had some fun times along the way and have some fond memories of this place (and staff). I’m looking forward to celebrating your success with you all at Grad Ball, and I just want to wish you all the very best in your careers. Keep in touch and I hope to see you at future Barts & The London Annual Alumni Events as it would be great to catch up and see how you are all doing in the years to come. All the very best.

Dr Butcher

---

This is probably one of the few years that I have felt I followed your progress from early year 3 to graduation.

Very proud of your overall achievements and progress, especially on the crown course and one of the few years that I can add your names on Lithuan without asking.

One of my favourite classes.

Dr Friel

---

What a proud day! I just couldn’t be happier for you!

I am very happy seeing your graduation ceremonies after these years. You are part of my life and there is no way to forget you. I have seen your regrets and happiness. I observed how you changed during these years. Thinking that I wouldn’t see you anywhere in the years ahead. Wherever your future takes you – I wish you all health, happiness and success!!!

You have been a lovely YEAR to teach and wish you all the very best wishes for the future.

Dr Sharma

---

Dear Class of 2020!

It’s been a pleasure teaching you all and watching you grow in skills and confidence. Farewell and good luck for this next chapter!

Dr Lewis

---

Congratulations class of 2020!

All of you will leave with a recognised qualification: only some of you however will walk away with an education.

Which one are you?

Keep in touch (some of you)

Dr C

---

My Dearest Colleagues,

What a proud day! I just couldn’t be happier for you!

I am very happy seeing your graduation ceremonies after these years. You are part of my life and there is no way to forget you. I have seen your regrets and happiness. I observed how you changed during these years. Thinking that I wouldn’t see you anywhere in the years ahead. Wherever your future takes you – I wish you all health, happiness and success!!!

Please do not forget, I would always be yours and at any time having any question or help you may count on me!

Congratulations again on your graduation and best wishes for your next adventure!

Best wishes,

Dr Sharma

---

“Darwin would have called it an embarrassment.” — Benjamin Disraeli

Congratulations to all, if you graduating in 2020. It gives me enormous pleasure to see you graduating. I am so proud to see how each and every one of you have faced the challenges posed by the pandemic and shown in the face of adversity. I may not have had the opportunity to hug and congratulate and tell you in person, but you will always be dear to me. Please stay in touch! I wish you all great success for your future. While trying to achieve success, do always hold close to yourselves fond memories of your time at Barts.

A special shout out to my personal tutor group 58. I have enjoyed having interesting conversations with all of you.

Dr Sharma
GENERAL MEMORIES
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Award</th>
<th>Winner 1</th>
<th>Winner 2</th>
<th>Winner 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Best Baker</td>
<td>Hoi Ting Cheng</td>
<td>Anjum Sami</td>
<td>Shreya Patel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best Smile</td>
<td>Elvis Law</td>
<td>Iffath Ahmed</td>
<td>Mona Yekezare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best Addition to the Year</td>
<td>Steph Yeung</td>
<td>Aman Sagoo</td>
<td>Raj Vachhar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best Glow Up</td>
<td>Kulraj Sehmar</td>
<td>Shahzeen Imran</td>
<td>Anisa Musse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best Dressed Female</td>
<td>Shahzeen Imran</td>
<td>Rusool</td>
<td>Krish Majithia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best Dressed Male</td>
<td>Kieran Nandhra</td>
<td>Riffat Qadeer</td>
<td>Rahul Bajaria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best Tutor</td>
<td>Melody Shirazi</td>
<td>Lutfur</td>
<td>Maryam Zaman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Need a Full Clearance</td>
<td>Sanket Mehta</td>
<td>Melody Shirazi</td>
<td>Zaineb &amp; Murray</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Become PM</td>
<td>Anna Iravani</td>
<td>James Coughlan</td>
<td>Zaineb Dubaiissi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beef a Tutor</td>
<td>Melody Shirazi</td>
<td>James Coughlan</td>
<td>Arman Mohindra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leave Dentistry as a Career</td>
<td>James Coughlan</td>
<td>Levi Botjer</td>
<td>Shehzaad M.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Return as a Tutor</td>
<td>Kieran Nandhra</td>
<td>Riffat Qadeer</td>
<td>Maryam Chabbi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Get Struck Off</td>
<td>Zaineb Dubaiissi</td>
<td>Melody &amp; Maryam</td>
<td>Gagandeep Mangar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most Fashionable Tutor</td>
<td>Dr Younas</td>
<td>Dr Friel</td>
<td>Dr Miller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best Life Outside Dentistry</td>
<td>Dr Piano</td>
<td>Dr Iqbal</td>
<td>Archie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scariest Tutor</td>
<td>Dr Pfenn</td>
<td>Dr Miller</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chillest Tutor</td>
<td>Dr Younas</td>
<td>Dr Friel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best Nurse</td>
<td>Dr Younas</td>
<td>Dr Friel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Student Profiles
AQIB AHMED

Friends Say...

Best Quotes:
• ‘No waaay’
• ‘Why you prangin’
• ‘Mocked it’
• Classic

Can be found:
• In Lorraine’s DMs
• In a swimming pool

Least likely to...
• Read his WhatsApp messages

Memorable Moments:
• Burned his hair in 3rd floor labs
• Watching him edge his way sheepishly with a 3 in 1 towards the patient whilst the tutor was doing a surgical extraction to provide very minimal irrigation and then being stared down by said tutor

Otherwise known as:
• Squib

Remember on clinic when...
• You happened to be on clinic and your patient was actually booked to be seen

Will be remembered for:
• Turning up to a non-existent 8am presentation

Comments
Proud of all your achievements my son.

Anisa Musse

Jennifer Li

IFFATH AHMED

Friends Say...

Best Quotes:
• Geerrfizzz pawverrr
• “Cooked the gingiva”

Let you didn’t know...
• She is a roadman on the inside

Can be found:
• With a hot cross bun in one hand a a cup of tea in the other

Greatest Achievements:
• The face of Discipline4Dentists

in ten years...
• Still giving OHI in Bengali
• Having her own beauty X teeth parlour

Memorable Moments:
• When ALL the pts DNA’d in Barkantine so Iffath put eyeliner on everyone

Most likely to...
• Fall asleep in cons lab
• Have a baby first

Otherwise known as:
• Shannon

Remember on clinic when...
• You were in deep sleep whilst nursing for a 6PPC
• You attended barkantine on a day off

Will be remembered for:
• Tea
• Being a beautiful bride
• Her accents
• Being the best uni mother <3

NICKNAME(S): Iffy
EMAIL: Iffath.a24@hotmail.com
DREAM JOB: Professional pimple popper

NATHAN AKINTUNDE

Friends Say...

Best Quotes:
• Fine lines
• “No comment”
• Bang for your buck

Can be found:
• Walking around uni while waiting for his train
• Leeds isoc sisters group chat

Greatest Achievements:
• Inventing the powerstroke
• Passing his practical test
• Passing his theory test

In ten years...
• Will be a driving instructor

In three words...
• Four hundred baht

Least likely to...
• Have the timetable on his phone

Otherwise known as:
• Lawrence

Will be remembered for:
• Ripping trousers during table tennis
• Eating 2 breakfasts
• Missing clinics because of a nose bleed
• Packing 3 tops for a 4 week holiday
• Suddenly being surrounded by police on the first day of uni
• Crease origin story

DATE OF BIRTH: 20/01/1996
EMAIL: zahraal96@hotmail.com
MOBILE: 07415702622

ZAHRA AL-MUSAWY

Friends Say...

Best Quotes:
• Nemiordonam

Can be found:
• Walking in late
• Anywhere but uni
• At home

Otherwise known as:
• Rat
• Satan’s disciple
• Bunzahra

Remember on clinic when...
• She turned up
• She placed her occlusal rims that she spent a whole week making in hot water and it melted

Will be remembered for:
• Being everyone’s favourite rat

Best day at uni?
Year 1 griff day from 9am to 9pm

Best excuse for not coming uni?
I said it was snowing but there were only a few snowflakes

Most unusual experience?
Experiencing suicide night while spending the night revising for EBD exam

Remember in first year when...
I was kicked out of ICA1 by wizorek for turning up halfway into the exam

Favourite thing a patient has told you?
I was referred here for more specialist treatment when he didn’t know it was my first ever extraction LOOL
BARIYA ALI

What has been your greatest achievement here?
Getting on to this course. Long journey, full of twists and turns, but rewarding and satisfying to make it. Grateful always.

Comments
Legend of a clinical partner (when you were in)
Sanket Mehta
One of the loveliest and most gentle souls one comes across xx
Mona Yekezare

EMAIL: bariya.a@hotmail.co.uk
MOBILE: 07447421586

YOUSIF ALWANDI

Best Quotes:
• Do you wanna make money
• Give me 6 months
• Brexit means Brexit

Can be found:
• Medicating his hairline
• In the immigration office
• At the front

Greatest Achievements:
• Failing crowns gateway but not having to do the resit

Hates:
• Paying for visas
• Passing the ball
• FIFA refs

EMAIL: Yousifalwandi8@hotmail.com
MOBILE: 07482305479

NICKNAME(S): L1D
DATE OF BIRTH: 08/04/1995
EMAIL: Yousifalwandi8@hotmail.com
MOBILE: 07482305479

IN THREE WORDS...
• One more game

JOLYN ANGKAWIDJAJA

Friends Say...
Can be found:
• Taking clinical photographs on clinic
• On holiday in the middle of term
• Coming to clinics straight from the airport

In ten years...
• Will still be slaying
• Will have a wardrobe entirely for oversized phone covers

In three words...
• Kind + generous + WONDERFUL <3
• Fashionista, SUUUUPER-CARING, endlessly-cuddly

Most likely to...
• Have a cabinet full of cool phone cases

EMAIL: jolynangka@gmail.com

NICKNAME(S): Jooo, Jolyn-Jolyn-Jolyn-JOLEEEEEEEEENEE
DATE OF BIRTH: 06/04/1995
EMAIL: jolynangka@gmail.com
MOBILE: 07482305479

IN THREE WORDS...
• Kind + generous + WONDERFUL <3
• Fashionista, SUUUUPER-CARING, endlessly-cuddly

Most likely to...
• Have a cabinet full of cool phone cases

Comments
Had a seminar with Jolyn on pronouncing her surname

Kieran Nandhra
So thankful to have met you at dental school. You are so wonderfully unique and kind, bringing joy everywhere you go. xxx

Steph Yeung

ARJUN BAHIA

Comments
You are literally one of the most optimistic person I’ve ever met. Keep it real and don’t change bro.

Kulraj Sehmar

Most likely to...
• Eat your entire kitchen
• Get clinical alerts for attendance

Never seen without...
• Nike trainers and joggers
• Gains
• a smile

Will be remembered for:
• Giving amazing advice and always being as cool as a cucumber

Best Quotes:
• Yeah yeah yeah
• ‘Jatt-yaaa’
• Cool cool cool
• Safe safe safe
• Kidha soniyee
• Aaahhh sick sick sick

Greatest Achievements:
• Remaining Chardi Kala throughout 5 years of dental school
• Swapping tunics with me, emotional moment

Least likely to...
• Show any signs of stress anywhere any time
• Book a patient in

Comments
You are one of the most inspiring individual with infectious positivity.

Kulraj Sehmar

Most likely to...
• Eat your entire kitchen
• Get clinical alerts for attendance

Never seen without...
• Nike trainers and joggers
• Gains
• a smile

Will be remembered for:
• Giving amazing advice and always being as cool as a cucumber

Best Quotes:
• Yeah yeah yeah
• ‘Jatt-yaaa’
• Cool cool cool
• Safe safe safe
• Kidha soniyee
• Aaahhh sick sick sick

Greatest Achievements:
• Remaining Chardi Kala throughout 5 years of dental school
• Swapping tunics with me, emotional moment

Least likely to...
• Show any signs of stress anywhere any time
• Book a patient in

Comments
You are literally one of the most optimistic person I’ve ever met. Keep it real and don’t change bro.

Calvin Kundi
A joy to be around.
A inspiring individual with infectious positivity.

Kulraj Sehmar

DRAFT
TEERETH BAHRA

Friends Say...

Get their kicks from:
- Squirrels
- Glitter
- Observing trees in awe

In three words:
- Iceland best car
- Strong, thoughtful, inspiring
- Ray of sunshine

Intelligent, beautiful and bubbly spiritual, self-aware and hyperactively bonkers

Most likely to...
- Convince an entire group to speak Scottish for 5 days without even trying

Never seen without...
- A bottle of water and Vaseline
- A crop top
- Bobby pins
- A smile

Will be remembered for:
- your bubbly personality

Comments

Has knowing Teereth for the last 5 years enriched my life? Absolutely
Will I miss her a Mad Mad Mad amount? Definitely
I cannot believe it took me three and a half years to realise how fantastically inspiring this woman is

DATE OF BIRTH: 18/11/1996
EMAIL: teereth@hotmail.com

TEERETH

NICKNAME(S): Tee/Teeth

DATE OF BIRTH: 18/11/1996
EMAIL: teereth@hotmail.com

Friends Say...

Gets their kicks from:
- Squirrels
- Glitter
- Observing trees in awe

In three words:
- Iceland best car
- Strong, thoughtful, inspiring
- Ray of sunshine

Intelligent, beautiful and bubbly spiritual, self-aware and hyperactively bonkers

Most likely to...
- Convince an entire group to speak Scottish for 5 days without even trying

Never seen without...
- A bottle of water and Vaseline
- A crop top
- Bobby pins
- A smile

Will be remembered for:
- your bubbly personality

Comments

Has knowing Teereth for the last 5 years enriched my life? Absolutely
Will I miss her a Mad Mad Mad amount? Definitely
I cannot believe it took me three and a half years to realise how fantastically inspiring this woman is

DATE OF BIRTH: 18/11/1996
EMAIL: teereth@hotmail.com

RAHUL BAJARIA

Friends Say...

Best Quotes:
- ‘I love you, Tam’
- ‘If you die tomorrow what will you have as your final 3-course meal?’

Greatest Achievements:
- Beating a random thai waitress at Jenga/ connect 4 (it was connect 4) and winning us free shots
- Proving Martina wrong about Pasta Alfredo

In three words:
- Heavy-handed, big-hearted, common-sense-filled

Most likely to...
- Be wearing the funkiest socks in the dental hospital

Randomly singing someone’s name
- His cheeky attitude, lovely smile and kindness
- Funky Sock Friday

Comments

If there’s one person without whom my entire Barts experience would’ve been completely different (a lot less entertaining), it is this guy right here.

DATE OF BIRTH: 08/08/1997
EMAIL: rahulbajaria6@hotmail.com
MOBILE: 07507495335

RAHUL

BAYRA

DATE OF BIRTH: 08/08/1997
EMAIL: rahulbajaria6@hotmail.com
MOBILE: 07507495335

ARJUN BHAYANI

Friends Say...

Best Quotes:
- ‘Speak up Jenny!’
- ‘Alright mate’
- Hey kid
- ‘Don’t worry about me worry about you’

Most likely to...
- Do a naked photoshoot...oh wait
- be having lunch in Blizzard

Comments

Livaai is one of the loveliest people one comes across and he will never fail you for a sophisticated conversation. Very lucky to have had you in 5.5.

DATE OF BIRTH: 08/08/1997
EMAIL: rahulbajaria6@hotmail.com
MOBILE: 07507495335

ARJUN

BAYAN

DATE OF BIRTH: 08/08/1997
EMAIL: rahulbajaria6@hotmail.com
MOBILE: 07507495335

LEVI BALJER

Friends Say...

Best Quotes:
- ‘Wanna go Bliz?’
- ‘Zarbs water’
- ‘erm hey man’

Can be found:
- Tensing his biceps in lectures
- Stressing about something with his eyebrows shooting off his head

Greatest Achievements:
- Turning into Jesus in 3rd year
- Overcoming appendicitis whilst sitting exams

In ten years...
- will be covered in tattoos
- Will finally have completed an endo

Memorable Moments:
- doing masterclasses in boxing in Southend whilst waiting for Barker
- But have you thought about implants?
- ragged school museum volunteering
- not turning up for his own birthday cake

Most likely to...
- Do a naked photoshoot...oh wait
- be having lunch in Blizzard

Comments

Livaai is one of the loveliest people one comes across and he will never fail you for a sophisticated conversation. Very lucky to have had you in 5.5.

DATE OF BIRTH: 08/08/1997
EMAIL: rahulbajaria6@hotmail.com
MOBILE: 07507495335

ARJUN

BAYAN

DATE OF BIRTH: 08/08/1997
EMAIL: rahulbajaria6@hotmail.com
MOBILE: 07507495335

LEVI

BALJER
**Hoi Ting Cheng**

**Nickname(s):** Aka “HT” even though it’s the same number of syllables as my actual name  
**Date of Birth:** 17/01/1996  
**Email:** hoiting96@hotmail.com  
**Mobile:** +44 7871252822

- **Friends say...**
  - **Best quotes:**
    - EXCUSE YOUU
    - Ali, where is your mao?
    - BOOOOP, WHEEEE, POKE
    - ANYONE WANT CAKEYYYY??
  - **In ten years...**
    - She will finally meet Ali’s mao
    - She will have a dental themed bakery
  - **In three words...**
    - Cake every Wednesday
    - Generous, Reliable, Legend
    - Cakes, conversations, unicorns
  - **Memorable moments:**
    - Almost slipped down Mt Vesuvius

- **Most likely to...**
  - Potlucks at yours
  - Games night
  - **Never seen without...**
    - Shatter a patient’s eardrums
    - Adding more salt to food =*
    - Something pink
    - Cake
    - Her name stamp
  - **What will you miss most?**
    - Being around my amazing friends every day
  - **If I was a dental instrument, I would be...**
    - A mixing spatula

**Jawad Choudhury**

**Nickname(s):** J Money  
**Date of Birth:** 22/01/1997  
**Email:** 07908021815

- **Friends say...**
  - **Best quotes:**
    - “This man just chats wass”
    - “Sacked it off”
  - **Gets their kicks from:**
    - Skipping ortho clinics and treating odd patients
  - **Greatest achievements:**
    - Finding his way back to the other side of the island from full moon party alone

- **Most likely to...**
  - Get lost
  - **Never seen without...**
    - Notebook with 38934 loose pages of notes

**Jamiel Coughlan**

**Nickname(s):** “That EDSA guy”  
**Date of Birth:** 27/09/1996  
**Email:** jamesacoughlan@gmail.com  
**Mobile:** +44 7917939580

- **Friends say...**
  - **Can be found:**
    - Wearing Reebok’s
  - **Greatest achievements:**
    - Winning crown competition with no practice
  - **In ten years...**
    - **Still In Spanish Class**
  - **In three words...**
    - **Smart, stylish, sophisticated**
  - **Never seen without...**
    - **Eye drops**

**Debra Chow**

**Nickname(s):**  
**Date of Birth:** 28/05/1992  
**Email:** debraclaire.chow@gmail.com  
**Mobile:** 07856010948

- **Friends say...**
  - **Can be found:**
    - Wearing Reebok’s
  - **Greatest achievements:**
    - Winning crown competition with no practice
  - **In ten years...**
    - **Still In Spanish Class**
  - **In three words...**
    - **Smart, stylish, sophisticated**
  - **Never seen without...**
    - **Eye drops**

**Jamiel Coughlan**

- **Most likely to be found...**
  - In a meeting at 9pm
- **Remember on clinic when...**
  - You fainted in lino’s arms
  - 10 pound lady tried to give you 10 pounds
- **Favourite moment:**
  - Clinics with .7 and making lifelong friends
- **What has been your greatest achievement here?**
  - Barts Community Smiles
- **What song reminds you of your time here?**
  - Bailando
- **Friends say...**
  - **Can be found:**
    - Attending a different university
  - **Gets their kicks from:**
    - Photography
    - Public health
  - **Greatest achievements:**
    - Creating The Dental Mirror
  - **Hates:**
    - Chewing his food
  - **Least likely to...**
    - Become a dentist

**Final words:** Thank you all for an amazing experience full of laughter and countless good memories.
**Gillene Dadulla**

**Comments**

I tolerate you

Such a kind soul, always with a smile on your face. Thanks for letting me place stainless steel crowns on your pads patients so I could meet the requirements.

Ali Nasser

You are so lovely xx

Mona Yekezare

**Friends Say...**

Can be found:
- At a fancy restaurant
- At a coffee shop

Otherwise known as:
- Gillen
- Janelle
- Gizelle

**NICKNAME(S):**

ZAY, zoobie

**DATE OF BIRTH:** 22/06/1995

**EMAIL:** gillenedadulla@gmail.com

**MOBILE:** 07511177920

---

**Joy Feng**

**Comments**

so gentle (or gentle at all) but successful
- Radiology sessions together
- Our lone clinics together without Amar and Thishok

**Best Quotes:**

- Erm Guyyyyyys
- WHAAAAAT?

**Can be found:**
- In third floor labs
- ASSaulting people

**NICKNAME(S):** Kam, Kami

**DATE OF BIRTH:** 31/01/1997

**EMAIL:** kamila.f@hotmail.co.uk

**MOBILE:** 07825512863

---

**Kamila Fiedorczyk**

**Best Quotes:**

- Be in the toilet
- Disrupt the biofilm

**Never seen without...**

- Loaf of Bread
- Lab coat
- Bag of Oranges

**Can be found:**
- In third floor labs
- ASSaulting people

**In three words...**

- Blonde busty babe

**NICKNAME(S):**

Kam, Kami

**DATE OF BIRTH:** 03/07/1996

**EMAIL:** joyfengqm@gmail.com

**MOBILE:** +44 7843917737

---

**Friends Say...**

Greatest Achievements:
- Making oversized clothing look fashionable
- Having not killed anyone although you’re a hazard

Least likely to:
- Wear clothes that are her size
- Do endos appropriate for undergrads in Southend

**Memorable Moments:**

- Complaining together at Southend
- Jenny gently attempting (but failing) to give me an ID block and then Joy’s attempt not being so gentle (or gentle at all) but successful

**DATE OF BIRTH:** 19/05/1996

**EMAIL:** zainebdubaissi@hotmail.co.uk

**MOBILE:** 07825512863

---

**Zaineb Dubaissi**

**Best Quotes:**

- I think I have a spot
- I have a boyfriend

**Can be found:**
- In front of a mirror

**Greatest Achievements:**
- Leaving Wales
- Making cervical collars trendy

**Otherwise known as:**

- Zainab
- Zenny
- Vaineb
- Dubasic

**Will be remembered for:**

- having a herniated disk from wearing her massive backpack
- Welsh accent
- Always turning up to lectures 10 minutes late
- Her snort laughs

If I was a dental instrument, I would be:
- dental mirror

In 10 years I will be:
- retired/part-time

What has been your greatest achievement here?
- avoiding doing dentures in whitechapel

**DATE OF BIRTH:** 19/05/1996

**EMAIL:** zainebdubaissi@hotmail.co.uk

**MOBILE:** 07825512863

---

**DRAFT**
RUBY FUSSELL

DATE OF BIRTH: 21/02/1997
EMAIL: rubyfussell@hotmail.com
MOBILE: 07521797951

Friends Say...
Bet you didn’t know...
• Ruby has a naked woman tattooed on her ankle
Can be found:
• Making coffee
• Decoronating teeth
Greatest Achievements:
• Finessing fixed pres requirements
Hates:
• Overdenture abutments
Least likely to...
• know your name

• Study dental materials for any exam
• Socialise with dentists
• Delivering 3 kittens day before the OSCE
Never seen without...
• a tattered right trouser leg
• Tom riddle’s diary
Remember on clinic when...
• hovis seed sensation
Will be remembered for:
• snugs and bhuna
• Bright red lipstick

DATE OF BIRTH: 21/08/1996
EMAIL: n.gerami@outlook.com
MOBILE: 07425873416

NASTARAN GERAMI

DATE OF BIRTH: 21/08/1996
EMAIL: n.gerami@outlook.com
MOBILE: 07425873416

Friends Say...
Best Quotes:
• this is gooalsss
• “Gasp” 1,000,000,000VE
• My ulcerrrrrrrrr
Bet you didn’t know...
• She can’t ride a bike
Can be found:
• abroad
• giving photography lessons to her nearest and dearest
• Dining & wining around the world
Gets their kicks from:
• Clarks
Otherwise known as:
• Where d’ya go
• Joshwaaaaa

In ten years...
• her children will be wearing her platypus shoes
Memorable Moments:
• Spent the night in dental hospital day before FHHD exam
• got your hair stuck in the dental light
• When you lost your flip flop to the sandstorm in Langkawi
Never seen without...
• Huda beauty
• Platypus shoes
Otherwise known as:
• jaad and sawad
• Sawadika
Will be remembered for:
• Beautiful, bubbly, amazing hair
• Breaking her ankle trampolining

DATE OF BIRTH: 16/03/1997
EMAIL: saad.hab@hotmail.com
MOBILE: 07864828285

SAAD HABIB

DATE OF BIRTH: 16/03/1997
EMAIL: saad.hab@hotmail.com
MOBILE: 07864828285

Friends Say...
Best Quotes:
• Gotta catch em all
• You don’t even know me
• If I see ... I’m gonna knock him out
Can be found:
• Wearing sliders with 0% socks
• in K town with trippy habib
• On the Thames with the chaps
In ten years...
• Will still be rowing
Memorable Moments:
• When you skied down the Dawson Staircase on your mattress
• Choking on bubble tea every time
• 15” diameter bootcuts

• His patient asked him if he goes to the same church
• Receiving a rubbish bin from you as a birthday gift
Most likely to...
• Miss his coach
• Miss the first lecture
Otherwise known as:
• SARDINE MOITE
• Jaad and sawad
• Sawadika
Will be remembered for:
• Rowing
• His iconic dance moves
• Revising the entire Yr1 content via sticky notes on his walls
• His laugh

Comments
Saad is the nicest, gentlest and most easygoing friend. He can be a bit of a doofus but has the biggest heart.

Jennifer Li
CONNIE HEAL

Friends Say...
Can be found:
• In the Garrod penthouse room
Least likely to...
• leave the club first
• Get a hangover
Never seen without...
• A big juicy smile
• Her brown shoes and chequered trousers
• Sascha
• Shiv
Will be remembered for:
• Southend lunch-time strolls

• Beautiful, kind, mature, organized and one of the best dental students in the clinic
• Kicking tutors out
• Giving the best advice and being the best friend a girl could ask for!
• Making us stay until the club closes
• Being a very deserving member of THB
• Being the best clinical partner ever, and constantly smashing in clinical labs

DATE OF BIRTH: 10/02/1997
EMAIL: connieheal1@gmail.com
MOBILE: 0757240126

JAMES HUANG

Friends Say...
Greatest Achievements:
• Best eye roll
• Greatest DNA streak
• Doing crown preps in 20 mins
Notes:
• Smiling
Likes:
• Cat memes
Memorable Moments:
• When Dr Younas said you look like an anime character
• Scolded by Dr Oborski for not saying good morning
Never seen without...
• A resting bitch face

Remember on clinic when:
• You were doing an extirpation on a 6 year old and Ali offered to suction but you replied ‘it’s Corsodyl it won’t kill him’ in front of patient
Will be remembered for:
• All the japanese snacks and Haribo you bring to lectures
• Witty comments
What has been your greatest achievement:
• Winning a Kahoot! quiz on ortho and getting chocolates

NICKNAME(S): Jim, Elvis, William, Miss
DATE OF BIRTH: 31/12/1994
EMAIL: james.huang94@gmail.com
MOBILE: 07710862786

JEFFREY HUI

Friends Say...
Get you didn’t know:
• He can cook well
Greatest Achievements:
• Being born on same day as me -- Arjun

In ten years...
• Still be bringing me goodies from HK (hopefully)

Likes:
• Sushi
• Minions
• FIFA
• PUBG

Never seen without...
• Coco
Otherwise known as:
• My names is Jeff
Will be remembered for:
• Being the best badminton partner in doubles
• Being the most encouraging person in badminton sessions

DATE OF BIRTH: 19/03/1997
EMAIL: jeffreyhuihui@gmail.com
MOBILE: 0757240126

SHAHZEEN IMRAN RASOOL

Friends Say...
Can be found:
• In the highest barnet
• Sleeping
• Doing u-turns back home on the way to uni
• Selling coffee machines
Gets their kicks from:
• Living far away from the heart of the city

Greatest Achievements:
• Bravely tackling our bug crisis in Japan

In ten years...
• will be doing security at my wedding
• Still trying to resign from her part time job
In three words...
• shall we leave?
Least likely to...
• to be seen without Maryam
Memorable Moments:
• Cabbage
• Near death bug experience
• Falling off the hammock in bali
Most likely to...
• Attend 2 to 3 birthdays in one day
Never seen without...
• A new coat every week

DATE OF BIRTH: 17/02/1997
EMAIL: james.huang94@gmail.com
MOBILE: 07710862786

DATE OF BIRTH: 19/03/1997
EMAIL: jeffreyhuihui@gmail.com
MOBILE: 0757240126

DATE OF BIRTH: 17/02/1997
EMAIL: jeffreyhuihui@gmail.com
MOBILE: 0757240126

DATE OF BIRTH: 10/02/1997
EMAIL: connieheal1@gmail.com
MOBILE: 0757240126

DATE OF BIRTH: 19/03/1997
EMAIL: jeffreyhuihui@gmail.com
MOBILE: 0757240126

DATE OF BIRTH: 17/02/1997
EMAIL: jeffreyhuihui@gmail.com
MOBILE: 0757240126

DATE OF BIRTH: 19/03/1997
EMAIL: jeffreyhuihui@gmail.com
MOBILE: 0757240126
ANNA IRAVANI

**DATE OF BIRTH:** 12/07/0097
**EMAIL:** annairavani@yahoo.co.uk
**MOBILE:** +44 7493648308

**NICKNAME(S):**

**Friends Say...**

**Best Quotes:**
- That doesn’t do me justice

**Bet you didn’t know...**
- She’s a fantastic singer

**Can be found:**
- At the theatre

**Gets their kicks from:**
- Dried mango, Intelligent conversation

**Greatest Achievements:**
- Brexit

**Hates:**
- Commuting from Cobham

**Comments**
Interesting, intellectually stimulating, down to earth, and with a sense of humour as dry as the Sahara.

Kieran Nandhra

MURRAY IRVING

**DATE OF BIRTH:** 03/03/1997

**NICKNAME(S):** M, Muz

**Friends Say...**

**Best Quotes:**
- Baller and opera

**Likes:**
- Ballet and opera

**Bet you didn’t know...**
- Roll her eyes at the lecturer when unimpressed

**Can be found:**
- At the theatre

**Gets their kicks from:**
- Dried mango, Intelligent conversation

**Greatest Achievements:**
- Brexit

**Hates:**
- Commuting from Cobham

**Comments**
Interesting, intellectually stimulating, down to earth, and with a sense of humour as dry as the Sahara.

Kieran Nandhra

ROSS JOHNSTON

**DATE OF BIRTH:** 14/09/1996
**EMAIL:** calvin_kundi@hotmail.com

**NICKNAME(S):** Ross

**Friends Say...**

**Best Quotes:**
- “SAN MARCOS” :)

**Least likely to...**
- make yearbook profile

**Can be found:**
- In Qmotion

**Gets their kicks from:**
- The reduced section in Sainsbury’s

**Hates:**
- Smiling

**In ten years...**
- Will be a technician
- Overdeveloped back muscles, wearing chinos and a white shirt. Slightly balding

**Comments**
Obsessed with Calvin since the first day of BDS1. One of the most genuine guys I’ve met and a lifelong friend. Will miss the violation :)

Krish Majithia

CALVIN KUNDI

**Friends Say...**

**Get their kicks from:**
- Starting controversial discussions
- Embarrassing people on purpose

**Memorable Moments:**
- Crossing streams with Krish Majithia, the greatest day of my life

**In three words...**
- Hilarious, Motivated, Smart
- Outrageous, dyslexic, LEGEND
- Kind, motivated, autistic

**Will be remembered for:**
- Being calm & logical to come up with good decisions. He gives great advice
- One of the loveliest people ever

Laura Morris

DRAFT

1st year Tam met Calvin, disliked Calvin, ended up liking Calvin 2 weeks later, and unexpectedly ended up loving Calvin for the next 4 years and beyond.

Tamay Mehmet

Genuinely accepting of everyone with a dark sense of humour I can relate to

Laura Morris
NICKNAME(S): Ching
DATE OF BIRTH: 30/12/1995
EMAIL: kw4n.coco@gmail.com

Friends Say...
Best Quotes:
• “Mile end park”
• “It’s finee”
• “Dont be shy”

Can be found:
• Waiting for Jeff
• having FOOD GLORIOUS FOOD

Greatest Achievements:
• Always having the furriest fluffiest jacket in East London
• ‘Being Rahul’s clinical partner’
  - Rahul

Hates
• Medical emergencies

In ten years...
• Will be still reminding me of my timetable’  - Arjun

What has been your greatest achievement here?
Being in .6

What song reminds you of your time here?
Baby Shark

DATE OF BIRTH: 05/05/1993
EMAIL: nehaflalani@gmail.com
MOBILE: 07788233638

NICKNAME(S): Elvee
DATE OF BIRTH: 12/10/1996
EMAIL: lawelvis88@gmail.com
MOBILE: 07716727539

Friends Say...
Best Quotes:
• DUU
• Stuck in traffic
• Guys I’m running abit late

Greatest Achievements:
• Buying a Porsche as a student
• Buying a Mercedes as a student
• Being every tutor’s fa student purely because of his accent/mannerisms

Least likely to:
• Drive an average car
• Turn up on time

DATE OF BIRTH: 31/03/1997
EMAIL: jennifermcli@yahoo.co.uk
MOBILE: 07548543207

NICKNAME(S): Jenny
DATE OF BIRTH: 31/03/1997
EMAIL: jennifermcli@yahoo.co.uk
MOBILE: 07548543207

Friends Say...
Best Quotes:
• “huuuh???”

Gets their kicks from:
• Eating waitrose chicken

In ten years...
• Still in the Penthouse

In three words...
• Sweetest girl ever

Comments
The best elective’s partner ever! Inteligent, kind, and beautiful. You can rely on her knowing the answer to all the questions. So lucky to have had you as my elective partner xx

Mona Yekezare

A lovely, kind and infinitely generous soul. So blessed to treasure you as a friend!

Laura Morris

She always brightens my day the second I see her, her laugh is infectious, and on top of everything is the best audit partner

Tamay Mohmet

She has the ability to motivate everyone to be the best possible version of themselves

Laura Morris

Friends Say...
Best Quotes:
• “Huuh???”

Gets their kicks from:
• Eating waitrose chicken

In ten years...
• Still in the Penthouse

In three words...
• Sweetest girl ever

Sanket Mehta

Steph Young

Mona Yokzare

Laura Morris

Tamay Mohmet

Sanket Mehta
**LI YING LIM**

**NICKNAME(S):** Affectionately called “shortie” by Dr Denny  
**DATE OF BIRTH:** 21/02/1995  
**EMAIL:** limliying95@gmail.com  
**MOBILE:** +60168932107/ +447547743155

**Friends Say...**
- Bet you didn’t know...  
  - She’s got killer dance moves and is a master drunk cyclist  
  - Her contact points can sever floss  
- Gets their kicks from:  
  - Saving money  
- Hates:  
  - Balanced occlusion

**What’s your favourite memory of me?**
- Vomiting out an antiemetic pill  
- Going to Disneyland and together  
- When Dr Denny called you ‘vertically challenged’  
- We missed Newham Hospital by 7 stops on the bus because we were deep in convos

**In ten years...**
- Will buy clothes from the kid’s section  
- Still can get child meal discounts

**Most likely to...**
- Help you out  
- Leave her glasses somewhere

**Never seen without...**
- Black adidas backpack and Uniqlo blue puffer  
- Her massive phone + stylus  
- A beautiful smile

**LI YING**

**DATE OF BIRTH:** 21/11/1996  
**EMAIL:** krish.majithia96@gmail.com  
**MOBILE:** 07794505612

**KRISH MAJITHIA**

**Friends Say...**
- Best Quotes:  
  - Wait till my father hears about this  
  - I’ve never had a box in my life  
- Can be found:  
  - Nursing for Jacqueline (BDS Hons)  
  - Sunburnt and stuck in Goa  
  - Nodding his head profusely  
- Greatest Achievements:  
  - Joint goody 2 shoes of the year  
- In ten years...  
  - Will be more famous than his dad  
- In three words...  
  - Black Ops Zombies

**Memorable Moments**
- Being violated in 333 Jamaica Street  
- Being punched by Murray his dentist at Saucy in the PTSD yr 2 role play  
- Not having dinner one time in Austria

**Remember on clinic when...**
- You made your Southend patient cry every appointment  
- He put on an Indian accent when complementing a patient’s good OH

**Will be remembered for:**
- Answering all the questions that no one else can

**GAGANDEEP MANGAR**

**Friends Say...**
- Can be found:  
  - At ministry  
  - Any night out  
- Hates:  
  - T-Shirts  
  - Shirts  
  - Jumpers

**In ten years...**
- Still waiting for a watermelon juice  
- Still waiting for Newcastle takeover

**Least likely to...**
- Accept his order

**LIKES:**
- Vests  
- Doing arms

**Memorable Moments**
- Monologue night  
- Hid 4000 baht from himself  
- Watermelon juice

**Greatest Achievements**
- Being one half of a lazy audit partnership

**Hates:**
- People who dip biscuits in tea

**Least likely to...**
- Underdress

**LIKES:**
- Winning friends and influencing people

**TAMAY MEHMET**

**Friends Say...**
- Bet you didn’t know...  
  - Is an incredibly talented photographer  
- Can be found:  
  - Nursing for Jacqueline (BDS Hons)  
  - Sunburnt and stuck in Goa  
  - Nodding his head profusely

**Greatest Achievements**
- Being one half of a lazy audit partnership

**Hates:**
- People who dip biscuits in tea

**Least likely to...**
- Underdress

**LIKES:**
- Winning friends and influencing people

**Comments**
Has the genuine ability to constantly shine a positive light onto any situation  
- Laura Morris

Honestly one of the best people I have ever met. You advice, kindness and optimism is second to none. Don’t change buddy  
- Calvin Kundu

The most positive, understanding, wise (slightly old) owl who has left the most exquisite footprints on my heart, look forward to our summer marathons ahead  
- Teereth Bahra
NICKNAME(S): Sunny

SANKET MEHTA

Friends Say...
Bet you didn’t know...
• He’s allergic to everything
• He shares his bed with a stray cat

Memorable Moments:
• His 21st birthday thanks to his legend of a mother
• Staying up til 4 am to see the sunset from Millenium bridge, then it being cloudy and staying up a further 4 hours to get Paul hot chocolate and a croissant. Then going to a museum.
• Watching Sanket freeze every single night whilst camping in Iceland and gradually adding layers until he was sleeping in a woolly hat is the funniest thing I’ve seen in the last 5 years

Remember on clinic when...
• You put on a posh voice when speaking to patients
• Bexley voice

Will be remembered for:
• your blue labcoat in pros lab
• Smurfcat
• Being the kindest and most genuine guy
• One of the kindest and nicest human beings you will ever meet.

Friends Say...
Best Quotes:
• Do you want to...?

Bet you didn’t know...
• She’s a rabbit from the moors

In ten years...
• Eating meat cause she realised veganism was a mistake

In three words...
• Dark, friendly, fun

Will be remembered for:
• Her gawjus green eyes and contagious smile

DATE OF BIRTH: 24/04/1997
EMAIL: amar.mohindra@gmail.com

AMAR MOHINDRA

Friends Say...
Best Quotes:
• “Im not taking life advice from a c2c manager”
• Tienes una paja?
• “In the previous slide”

Greatest Achievements:
• Highest DMFT score in the year

in ten years...
• Dead from almond milk allergies

in three words...
• Pathetic pathetic pathetic

Never seen without...
• a beautiful pair of glasses

Comments
Sorry you didn’t get your double page fashion spread, my fashion icon.

DATE OF BIRTH: 27/05/1996
EMAIL: anisa.musse@gmail.com

ANISA MUSSE

Friends Say...
Best Quotes:
• shall I get cakes and bakes
• im gonna fight you
• i need to get going now
• ‘YOU HAVE TO WATCH MR ROBOT’

Bet you didn’t know...
• She’s a closet weeb

Can be found:
• the nucleus
• G18
• In zone 2
• charging £10ph to watch kids colour in

Never seen without...
• amazing + glowing skin - HOW DO YOU DO IT you beauty

Friends Say...
Best Quotes:
• Laughing at a kid who fell flat on his face

Comments
Living proof you can disagree with every word that comes out of somebody’s mouth, and yet still adore them

DATE OF BIRTH: 21/06/1997

LAURA MORRIS

Friends Say...
Best Quotes:
• Do you want to...?

Bet you didn’t know...
• She’s a rabbit from the moors

In ten years...
• Eating meat cause she realised veganism was a mistake

In three words...
• Dark, friendly, fun

Will be remembered for:
• Her gawjus green eyes and contagious smile

Comments
By far the most influential and inspiring person I’ve met here. You motivate me to be a better egg. Thank you for all the wisdom and love <3

DATE OF BIRTH: 27/05/1996
EMAIL: anisa.musse@gmail.com

ANISA MUSSE

Friends Say...
Best Quotes:
• cakes and bakes
• an eye patch, arm hook and parrot on the shoulder

Remember on clinic when...
• You tried to tell a pt on OS about XLA risks and he ignore you because he said god will protect him from OAC
• IM A DOCTOR

Remember when you...
• knighted each other when studying for DFT

Comments
ANISA! ANIME! JAPAN! BANANA! PIRATE! SOMALIA!

DATE OF BIRTH: 21/06/1997

LAURA MORRIS

Friends Say...
Best Quotes:
• Do you want to...?

Bet you didn’t know...
• She’s a rabbit from the moors

In ten years...
• Eating meat cause she realised veganism was a mistake

In three words...
• Dark, friendly, fun

Will be remembered for:
• Her gawjus green eyes and contagious smile

Comments
By far the most influential and inspiring person I’ve met here. You motivate me to be a better egg. Thank you for all the wisdom and love <3

DATE OF BIRTH: 27/05/1996
EMAIL: anisa.musse@gmail.com

ANISA MUSSE
KIERAN NANDHRA

**NICKNAME(S):** Kie, Kizi  
**DATE OF BIRTH:** 14/05/1997

**Friends Say...**  
**Best Quotes:**  
• “You know what, YEAH?”  
• “hey Calvin let’s down a bottle of wine before pres” - Toga 2019 (he puked and didn’t get in)

**Bet you didn’t know...**  
• He’s never ever been to sleep  
• He’s ambidextrous

**Can be found:**  
• In labs carving teeth

**Gets their kicks from:**  
• Pretty calligraphy and drawings

**Greatest Achievements:**  
• Looking dapper for every exam

**In ten years...**  
• Will be an amazing orthodontist

**In three words...**  
• Intelligent, funny, incredible

**Least likely to...**  
• under-dress for an occasion

**Remember on clinic when...**  
• your glasses fell onto the patient’s face

**Will be remembered for:**  
• Always helping other people  
• Boundless enthusiasm!  
• his accurate impressions of other people  
• The one in 5.7 with all the answers

**NICKNAME(S):** Alza dorky dorkydentalstudent  
**DATE OF BIRTH:** 12/06/1992

**Friends Say...**  
**Best qualities...**  
• Her height

**Best Quotes:**  
• I’m paying 9k for dropbox basically, What’s everyone doing this weekend?

**Bet you didn’t know...**  
• She has a street named after her, Worth 200k Vietnamese Dong

**Can be found:**  
• In Iran, Stradivarius, The Bridge gym

**Least likely to...**  
• Drive, Cook, Fly with Jetstar

**Otherwise known as:**  
• No Caller ID

**Will be remembered for:**  
• Marathon training in the snow  
• Amazing year rep and dentsoc president.

**In ten years...**

**In 10 years I will be...**

**NICKNAME(S):** Alza dorky dorkydentalstudent  
**DATE OF BIRTH:** 12/06/1992

**Friends Say...**  
**Best qualities...**  
• Her height

**Best Quotes:**  
• I’m paying 9k for dropbox basically, What’s everyone doing this weekend?

**Bet you didn’t know...**  
• She has a street named after her, Worth 200k Vietnamese Dong

**Can be found:**  
• In Iran, Stradivarius, The Bridge gym

**Least likely to...**  
• Drive, Cook, Fly with Jetstar

**Otherwise known as:**  
• No Caller ID

**Will be remembered for:**  
• Marathon training in the snow  
• Amazing year rep and dentsoc president.

**In ten years...**

**In 10 years I will be...**

**NICKNAME(S):** Nadz, Nadayya  
**DATE OF BIRTH:** 28/07/1997

**EMAIL:** nadia.nateghian@gmail.com  
**MOBILE:** 07588723101

**Friends Say...**  
**Least likely to...**  
• Not support Eacazette  
• Submit a PTSR assignment  
• turn up to ortho

**Memorable Moments:**  
• his patient didnt want to come in because they didnt like the tutors on clinic  
• double booking patients onto the same clinic

**Most likely to...**  
• call his patient a wasteman

**Comments**

**Life lesson learned:**

**What has been your greatest achievement here?**

**What song reminds you of your time here?**  
• Black Beatles - Rae Sremmurd, Love Story - Taylor Switt, Someone You Loved - Lewis Capaldi, We’re just chilling in the park.... - Nadia Nateghian

**Favourite Moment?**

**Titanic part 1,2,3...**

**What has been your greatest achievement here?**

**In 10 years...**

**In 10 years I will be...**

**NICKNAME(S):** Brindy, Brinny, Brinthor  
**DATE OF BIRTH:** 16/06/1994

**Friends Say...**  
**Best qualities...**  
• Her cheeks, Finding the best hiding spot in dental hospital, Cutting shapes in A&E

**Least likely to...**  
• Drive, Cook, Fly with Jetstar

**Comments**

**Life lesson learned:**

**What has been your greatest achievement here?**

**What song reminds you of your time here?**  
• Black Beatles - Rae Sremmurd, Love Story - Taylor Switt, Someone You Loved - Lewis Capaldi, We’re just chilling in the park.... - Nadia Nateghian

**Favourite Moment?**

**Titanic part 1,2,3...**

**What has been your greatest achievement here?**

**In 10 years...**

**In 10 years I will be...**

**NICKNAME(S):** Brindy, Brinny, Brinthor  
**DATE OF BIRTH:** 16/06/1994

**Friends Say...**  
**Least likely to...**  
• Not support Eacazette  
• Submit a PTSR assignment  
• turn up to ortho

**Memorable Moments:**  
• his patient didnt want to come in because they didnt like the tutors on clinic  
• double booking patients onto the same clinic

**Most likely to...**  
• call his patient a wasteman

**Comments**

**Life lesson learned:**

**What has been your greatest achievement here?**

**What song reminds you of your time here?**  
• Black Beatles - Rae Sremmurd, Love Story - Taylor Switt, Someone You Loved - Lewis Capaldi, We’re just chilling in the park.... - Nadia Nateghian

**Favourite Moment?**

**Titanic part 1,2,3...**

**What has been your greatest achievement here?**

**In 10 years...**

**In 10 years I will be...**
DANIELLE NICHOLS

NICKNAME(S): Dani
DATE OF BIRTH: 02/09/1990
EMAIL: Daniellenichols@ntlworld.com
MOBILE: 07944010480

In 10 years I will be...
40 which is a deeply sad thought

What has been your greatest achievement here?
Honestly, getting accepted on the course. Despite rejections, resits and being told I wouldn’t make it into Dentistry and to think of another career path, 10 years since the dream, I can proudly say “Mum I Made It” & to my old teacher “Thank you because your lack of faith only helped me to find mine”

Comments
This is going to be a long list: beautiful, kind, clever, hard working, super fit, stylish and above all, one of the most humble souls one can meet xx

Mona Yekezare

Thank you so much for getting me through years of revision and making me laugh on a daily basis! xx

Sascha Scott

Friends Say...

Best Quotes:
• DJ turn up the music!! (To the cab driver)

In ten years...
• Will still be as fashionable as her first day in BDS1
• She will still look as youthful as ever

Friends Say...

Best Quotes:
• It’s not levioSA it’s leviOSA
• It’s not intermembrane e-space, it’s intermembrane spaceaace

Greatest Achievements:
• Alyapedia
• Can see inside her own brain

In three words...
• kind talented friend
• Remembers absolutely everything

Least likely to...
• Miss a topic in the syllabus

ALYA OMAR

Memorable Moments:
• The nail

Will be remembered for:
• Lovely, beautiful and incredibly smart
• Rolling her eyes in disapproval/boredom

Comments
Always up for a rev sesh and down for a chinwag. Driven girl, she’s going places.

Kulraj Sehmar

FRIENDS SAY... by bunkers

NICKNAME(S): Marty
DATE OF BIRTH: 06/04/1994
EMAIL: martina.olivieri@hotmail.com

Friends Say...

Best Quotes:
• "Guys can you please shut the fuck up" - Floyer 2015 (corridor cricket @ 2am)

Bet you didn’t know...
• Can handstand properly

Can be found:
• At tables

Greatest Achievements:
• Eating 16 slices at pizza hut buffet
• Not missing a netball table once for her first three years

Friends Say...

Best Quotes:
• I’m thriving
• Not a scooby
• Salomon kalou
• Profit is profit
• Don’t worry
• “85% [attendance], I think it’s my best one yet”

Bet you didn’t know...
• He has his own personal oil field

Can be found:
• On the way to Birmingham
• In joggers and battered suede shoes
• With Nathan hearing 1 in 4
• Wearing a fleece
• At cups of the roses
• In feast and mishti

SHIVAN PATEL

Friends Say...

Best Quotes:
• It’s not levioSA it’s leviOSA
• It’s not intermembrane e-space, it’s intermembrane spaceaace

Greatest Achievements:
• Alyapedia
• Can see inside her own brain

In three words...
• kind talented friend
• Remembers absolutely everything

Least likely to...
• Miss a topic in the syllabus

MARTINA OLIVIERI

In 10 years I will be...
40 which is a deeply sad thought

What has been your greatest achievement here?
Honestly, getting accepted on the course. Despite rejections, resits and being told I wouldn’t make it into Dentistry and to think of another career path, 10 years since the dream, I can proudly say “Mum I Made It” & to my old teacher “Thank you because your lack of faith only helped me to find mine”

Comments
This is going to be a long list: beautiful, kind, clever, hard working, super fit, stylish and above all, one of the most humble souls one can meet xx

Mona Yekezare

Thank you so much for getting me through years of revision and making me laugh on a daily basis! xx

Sascha Scott

Friends Say...

Best Quotes:
• DJ turn up the music!! (To the cab driver)

In ten years...
• Will still be as fashionable as her first day in BDS1
• She will still look as youthful as ever

Friends Say...

Best Quotes:
• "Guys can you please shut the fuck up" - Floyer 2015 (corridor cricket @ 2am)

Bet you didn’t know...
• Can handstand properly

Can be found:
• At tables

Greatest Achievements:
• Eating 16 slices at pizza hut buffet
• Not missing a netball table once for her first three years

Friends Say...

Best Quotes:
• I’m thriving
• Not a scooby
• Salomon kalou
• Profit is profit
• Don’t worry
• “85% [attendance], I think it’s my best one yet”

Bet you didn’t know...
• He has his own personal oil field

Can be found:
• On the way to Birmingham
• In joggers and battered suede shoes
• With Nathan hearing 1 in 4
• Wearing a fleece
• At cups of the roses
• In feast and mishti

ALYA OMAR

Memorable Moments:
• The nail

Will be remembered for:
• Lovely, beautiful and incredibly smart
• Rolling her eyes in disapproval/boredom

Comments
Always up for a rev sesh and down for a chinwag. Driven girl, she’s going places.

Kulraj Sehmar

FRIENDS SAY... by bunkers

NICKNAME(S): Marty
DATE OF BIRTH: 06/04/1994
EMAIL: martina.olivieri@hotmail.com

Friends Say...

Best Quotes:
• "Guys can you please shut the fuck up" - Floyer 2015 (corridor cricket @ 2am)

Bet you didn’t know...
• Can handstand properly

Can be found:
• At tables

Greatest Achievements:
• Eating 16 slices at pizza hut buffet
• Not missing a netball table once for her first three years

Friends Say...

Best Quotes:
• I’m thriving
• Not a scooby
• Salomon kalou
• Profit is profit
• Don’t worry
• “85% [attendance], I think it’s my best one yet”

Bet you didn’t know...
• He has his own personal oil field

Can be found:
• On the way to Birmingham
• In joggers and battered suede shoes
• With Nathan hearing 1 in 4
• Wearing a fleece
• At cups of the roses
• In feast and mishti
SHIVANI PATEL

**DATE OF BIRTH:** 06/01/1997
**EMAIL:** 1997shivanipatel@gmail.com
**MOBILE:** 07577210363

**Friends Say...**

**Can be found:**
- In Bolton
- Down the mines
- Sat next to Connie and Sascha in every lecture ever

**Gets their kicks from:**
- Rowing
- Commitment

**Hates:**
- Beautiful, clever, lovely accent
- Patients LOVE her
- Intelligent and surprising

**In three words...**
- Show emotions
- Be awake after 930
- Have me translating for her
- Eat lunch at my house and steal my coffee!

**Never seen without...**
- A water bottle

**Will be remembered for:**
- Being the best clinical partner
- In Bolton
- Down the mines
- Sat next to Connie and Sascha in every lecture ever

**NICKNAME(S):**
- Shree pea (ew)

**DATE OF BIRTH:** 04/04/1997
**EMAIL:** shreeya0404@gmail.com
**MOBILE:** 07438913157

**SHREEYA PATEL**

**Friends Say...**

**Can be found:**
- On hinge
- On tinder
- On bumble

**Gets their kicks from:**
- Gagging over impressions

**Hates:**
- Alginate

**In ten years...**
- Will still be unsure of her own schedule

**In three words...**
- Beautiful, clever, lovely accent
- Crazy. Funny. Gregarious

**Least likely to...**
- Remember what happened on a night out
- kale. RAW KALE

**Most likely to...**
- Laughing at a youtube video that wasn’t playing
- The way she would chat to Dr. Ola
- When she cried real tears for the fluoride debate
- Skip lectures
- Do yet another filling

**Will be remembered for:**
- Incredibly enthusiastic and entertaining storytelling

**NICKNAME(S):**
- Riff

**DATE OF BIRTH:** 17/11/1995
**EMAIL:** gold_1995@hotmail.co.uk
**MOBILE:** 07955873333

**RIFFAT QADEER**

**Friends Say...**

**Can be found:**
- Laughing
- In lectures applying TFV on herself
- Outside a gurdwara with binoculars
- On the toilet

**Otherwise known as:**
- Fat, Riffat Qadeer-Niazi, ROFFAT, Riff Raff Street Rat, Reffet, Riffinald, Bottom Tier

**Quotes...**
- “you’re a judge? punish me”
- “pray to your lord”
- “your mum”

**Remember on clinic when...**
- you flirted with a tutor to get high on liftupp, but still got 2s
- you took 3 hours to do 6ppc on 8 teeth
- you broke the cavition tip in the patients mouth
- you would nurse in an indian accent

**Will be remembered for:**
- thinking she smashed DM pres, but was the only one in the year who failed
- her indoor voice
- hearing her before seeing her
- shutting down southend after her poo
- her extra-oral suctioning technique

**FATIMA RAMKHODA**

**NICKNAME(S):**
- Fats

**DATE OF BIRTH:** 26/09/1996

**Friends Say...**

**Can be found:**
- In a cave
- Campaigning to keep forever 21 open

**Best Quotes:**
- It’s a conspiracy

**Can be found:**
- In a cave
- Campaigning to keep forever 21 open

**Most likely to...**
- Read the full plot of a movie/tv-show and not watch it

**Otherwise known as:**
- Meerkat

**What will you miss most?**
- Being a part of group 4(!)

**What is your favourite memory of your time here?**
- Griff (Yr 1) + Hide and seek in dental hospital (Yr 5)

**What has been your greatest achievement here?**
- Winning hide and seek in dental hospital

**Your most embarrassing moment?**
- Walking in late to a lecture, apologising to the lecturer, sitting down... and realising its the wrong lecture.

**Will be remembered for:**
- Being a fashion queen

**Will be remembered for:**
- “you’re a judge? punish me”
- “pray to your lord”
- “your mum”
ANJUM SAMI

Friends Say...
Best Quotes:
• ‘This is an easy extraction’
• ‘I can’t be assed’

Bet you didn’t know...
• He survived BDS without ever having a locker

Can be found:
• On 5th floor library
• Elbow deep in Stratford Westfield

Gets their kicks from:
• KHF

Least likely to...
• Remember his ID

Memorable Moments:
• Pakistani patient in Southend asking you if you were married/single, then asking if you wanted to go back to their house to meet their daughter

Most likely to...
• Chirpse girls in the LC

Otherwise known as:
• Jumdaddy
• Arjun

Life lesson learned:
There’s no such thing as an easy extraction

Your most embarrassing moment?
Having a clinical alert for not saying good morning to Wendy in Guttman

DATE OF BIRTH: 21/08/1993
EMAIL: anjumsami218@gmail.com
MOBILE: 07411250563

NICKNAME(S): Raj, Kulu, Blondie, Rajesh, Koolee, Kural

KULRAJ SEHMAR

Friends Say...
Best Quotes:
• ‘I’ll just leave it till it becomes a problem’
• Ummmm, Anyway!

Bet you didn’t know...
• He was an ex-obese patient

Can be found:
• On 5th floor library

Gets their kicks from:
• Triggering people
• Jostling in the corner

Greatest Achievements:
• Faking a dyslexia test
• Becoming skeletal 1
• Positions in Sikh Soc, charitable work and complete change of appearance

Least likely to...
• Talk to a girl without offending her

Likes:
• To have odd conversations
• Being awkward

Never seen without...
• Doc Martin’s

Will be remembered for:
• Being a cool quirky raj who strikes a fine balance between caring and not caring
• Changing room dance battles
• Just being himself, a unique personality and an awkwardly funny sense of humour

DATE OF BIRTH: 18/08/1996
EMAIL: kulraj-sehmar@hotmail.co.uk

NICKNAME(S): Sash

SASCHA SCUTT

Friends Say...
Can be found:
• In the Garrod penthouse room
• In the middle of row 3 in John Ellis
• Waxing up RBBs

Favourite Moment?
Joining 7 (Best Group)

Most likely to...
• Get lost in a club
• Go bright red after getting asked a DM question

Never seen without...
• Shiv
• Connie

Will be remembered for:
• Being the greatest revision partner anyone could ask for!

Best Quotes:
• ‘I’ll just leave it till it becomes a problem’
• Ummmm, Anyway!

Bet you didn’t know...
• He was an ex-obese patient

Can be found:
• In the Garrod penthouse room
• Elbow deep in John Ellis
• Waxing up RBBs

Greatest Achievements:
• Getting a job before retirement

In three words...
• Lovely, stylish, athletic

Most likely to...
• Get lost in a club
• Go bright red after getting asked a DM question

Never seen without...
• Shiv
• Connie

Will be remembered for:
• Being the greatest revision partner anyone could ask for!

Best Quotes:
• ‘I’ll just leave it till it becomes a problem’
• Ummmm, Anyway!

Bet you didn’t know...
• He was an ex-obese patient

Can be found:
• In the Garrod penthouse room
• Elbow deep in John Ellis
• Waxing up RBBs

Greatest Achievements:
• Getting a job before retirement

In three words...
• Lovely, stylish, athletic

Most likely to...
• Get lost in a club
• Go bright red after getting asked a DM question

Never seen without...
• Shiv
• Connie

Will be remembered for:
• Being the greatest revision partner anyone could ask for!

Best Quotes:
• ‘I’ll just leave it till it becomes a problem’
• Ummmm, Anyway!

Bet you didn’t know...
• He was an ex-obese patient

Can be found:
• In the Garrod penthouse room
• Elbow deep in John Ellis
• Waxing up RBBs

Greatest Achievements:
• Getting a job before retirement

In three words...
• Lovely, stylish, athletic

Most likely to...
• Get lost in a club
• Go bright red after getting asked a DM question

Never seen without...
• Shiv
• Connie

Will be remembered for:
• Being the greatest revision partner anyone could ask for!

Best Quotes:
• ‘I’ll just leave it till it becomes a problem’
• Ummmm, Anyway!

Bet you didn’t know...
• He was an ex-obese patient

Can be found:
• In the Garrod penthouse room
• Elbow deep in John Ellis
• Waxing up RBBs

Greatest Achievements:
• Getting a job before retirement

In three words...
• Lovely, stylish, athletic

Most likely to...
• Get lost in a club
• Go bright red after getting asked a DM question

Never seen without...
• Shiv
• Connie

Will be remembered for:
• Being the greatest revision partner anyone could ask for!
**Saloni Shah**

**Friends Say...**
- Bet you didn’t know...
  - She lives out but still spends 90% of her time at home

**Can be found:**
- Sleeping
- Leaving uni early

**Gets their kicks from:**
- Smelly patients
- Cancelled sessions

**In ten years...**
- Still confused

**Memorable Moments:**
- Almost fainted in our first ever session on clinic in first year and

Nehete made you sit alone in the corner to chill out
- When you phoned your patient to hear his wife say “he’s dead love, what do you want?”
- When you checked mobility of a grade III mobile tooth on a STUDY MODEL

**Never seen without...**
- A new package from ASOS

**Will be remembered for:**
- Treating nervous patients whilst being equally as nervous

**Date of Birth:** 18/08/1997
**Mobile:** 07917771344

---

**Melody Shirazi**

**Friends Say...**
- Best Quotes:
  - “Shake my hand”
  - “Add to it, make it interesting”
  - “[starts Qs in lecs with] “You know...””
  - “Dentistry is lowest of the low”
  - “Use by dates are just guidelines”
  - “I have issues with this”
  - “Iranians invented the spoon”
  - “Doesn’t suit your personality!”
  - “I was wandering if you could...”

**Can be found:**
- Eating kiwi with the skin on
- With a rash
- Passing Rose’s hardwork as her own
- Wearing trainers without socks

**In three words...**
- MELODY OH MELODY
  - Beautiful, Intelligent, Senior year rep

**Memorable Moments:**
- Greta
- Original suicide squad member
- Made Rifat do 10 slide pres on UDAs
- Making Aqib & Jawad come SBL 8am

**Most likely to...**
- Not assist you if you get stopped by the police
- Get fruit out of her clutch bag
- Get no cheese on her pizza

**Will be remembered for:**
- Patriotic Iranian that’s never gone to Iran
- Fighting MMD quiz hosts for making you think you won
- Starting buddy system in Y1 WF

**Date of Birth:** 08/11/1996
**Email:** mel96@hotmail.co.uk

---

**Thishok Sivathasan**

**Best Quotes:**
- “What’s the pass mark?”
- “Thats a bit of me”
- “They wanted requirements, I gave them requirements”
- “Don’t worry about it sweetheart”
- “If they’re not going to let me graduate because of that I don’t want the degree”

**In ten years...**
- Will step out for a light one
- Wake you up in the morning with Tamil tunes on max vol
- Find a Tamil restaurant abroad

**Otherwise known as:**
- Tissue rolls

**Will be remembered for:**
- Meeting all requirements in DESC
- Being lovely, chilled out & having his priorities right
- Finishing every written exam in half the time

**Favourite quotes?**
- “It’s difficult making things look easy”

**Date of Birth:** 30/03/1995
**Email:** jess.stosiek@gmail.com
**Mobile:** 07447642069

---

**Jessica Stosiek**

**What will you miss most?**
- Student support meetings (joke)

**Favourite quotes?**
- “You think that’s a needle stick injury? I put a whole elevator through my hand once” - Dr Donohoe

**What has been your greatest achievement here?**
- 93% attendance

**In three words...**
- Lovely + kind + witty

**Most likely to...**
- Accuse innocent people of making ginger jokes

**Never seen without...**
- Her cath kidston lanyard

**Remember on clinic when...**
- Weird Paul made weird noises

**Date of Birth:** 08/08/1997
**Mobile:** 07917771344
**Email:** jess.stosiek@gmail.com

---
SURABI THARMAPATHY


Friends Say...

Bet you didn’t know...
• She has a rucksack
• She doesn’t understand the rules in games. Ever

Can be found:
• In pros lab
• Doing back to back to back period
• Commuting
• RSD all day every day

Never seen without...
• Your giant rucksack
• the biggest warmest smile!

Otherwise known as:
• Susan

Comments
The sunniest person, warm, kind, and just lovely X
Anna Iravani
Lovely, clever, strong and amazing xx
Mona Yekezare
True sweetheart xx
Bariya Ali

What song reminds you of your time here?
Live and Learn by The Cardigans

JIM XU

Friends Say...

Bet you didn’t know...
• He sprints
• He’s ambidextrous

Gets their kicks from:
• Power walking
• Fresh fish in the morning

Greatest Achievements:
• Walking faster than the bus
• Changing from right to left handed during uni

Least likely to:
• Leave clinic early
• Forget an answer
• Skip stabilisation

Memorable Moments:
• When we got locked in a seminar room and you tried to open the door
• You nearly made a patient cry on consultant clinic by implying they don’t brush their teeth

Will be remembered for:
• Making Krish gag during impressions
• Jargon

Comments
Jim has been a great clinical partner and friend throughout the years. So glad we were partners so that I got to know him. Genuinely nice and interesting guy, all the best for the future!
Krish Majithia

NICKNAME(S): Mum; Mummy; Daniel’s mum
EMAIL: Dr.mona.yekezare@gmail.com
MOBILE: 07909615848

MONA YEKEZARE

Friends Say...

In ten years...
• win the ‘Nicest Person on Earth’ award
• running for prime minister

Memorable Moments:
• Dentsoc Midway Ball and the Christmas Parties!!
• When we played ‘never have I ever’ at Christmas press
• Our ‘debate’ in Southend

Never seen without...
• a smile

Will be remembered for:
• Being a super woman who juggled being a wife, mum and dental student

Comments
kindest and sweetest soul you will meet, you are way too smart to be surrounded by incapable children like us
Maryam Zaman
Mona you are so graceful and sweet in everything you do. I feel so lucky to have met you! You are just too lovely xxx
Steph Yeung

EMAIL: s.jiyun.yeung@gmail.com
MOBILE: 07887397125

STEPH YEUNG

Friends Say...

Can be found:
• At the orchestra
• Working hard on a project
• Running red lights on her bike
• Planning her schedule 1 year in advance

Gets their kicks from:
• 5am wake ups
• Being proactive
• A project

Most likely to...
• Knock someone out with her dance moves

Never seen without...
• Her uniqlo wardrobe
• Bike helmet

Comments
You’re the most incredible human being in the world. Ny day 1 and forever! Thankful for you :’)
Jolyn Angkawidjaja
You’re unbelievably smart, kind, and funny. Have loved working and laughing with you – you absolute star!
Anna Iravani
Steph I’ve never met anyone like you. How can you be so humble and kind, peaceful and caring, generous and sweet? Thank you for being so encouraging, I’m so happy we are able to build each other up in Christ. Your heart to serve others is unbelievably selfless and I admire you so much.
Jennifer Li

DRAFT
MARYAM ZAMAN

NICKNAME(S): Mary, MZ, Mazzle, Mazza, Imran
DATE OF BIRTH: 26/03/1997
EMAIL: maryamzaman26@gmail.com
MOBILE: 07931345007

Friends Say...

Best Quotes:
• ‘kidda soniye’
• ‘labs?’
• ‘shot yer gob’
• ‘so guys what shall we talk about’
• ‘moryom u acc gorgeous uno’

But you didn’t know...
• she bought her ortho tx online
• she was the other 5th year rep?
• her dental insta is @maryam6ppc
• she set her hair on fire in labs

Can be found:
• practicing dentistry with eyes closed
• managing her busy love life
• stealing your man
• burning her hands in labs
• shadowing Mel for yr rep work exp
• swivelling

In ten years...
• she will still be picking her eyebrows
• she will still have long toes
• she might finally settle for one boy

In three words...
• bottom tier gang
• junior year rep
• didn’t get plaster

Will be remembered for:
• bringing pasta and raw sauce to uni
• paying $20 for a coke
• Aqib & Jawad coming 8am for SBL
• “I need to take out my retainers”
• being struck on forehead by a card
• crying whilst stuffing down pizza

Comments
Big smile, big eyes, big heart. One cannot ask for more x

Mona Yakezare
** WHICH YEAR REP ARE YOU? **

```
You are Whipped!  Our junior BDS 1 rep
You are Thrashed!  Our BDS 1 rep
You are Wasted!  Our BDS 1 rep
You are Married!  Our BDS 3 rep
You are High!  Our BDS 2 rep
You are Drunk!  Our BDS 3 rep
```

---

** BDS5 CROSSWORD **

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

** Fun and Games **

1. Who always sends a photo of meat whenever there is beef
2. Who has an Instagram dedicated to the story of their car
3. Who do we turn to when we have tech issues in lectures
4. Who has a PhD at Cambridge university before doing dentistry
5. Who ripped their nail off on the model trimmer days before exams
6. Who always nods their head repeatedly throughout a lecture
7. Who would have graduated last year but is in year 3
8. Who is also known as @dorkydentalstudent
9. Who has toes longer than fingers
10. Who is always blowing their nose loudly
11. Who is always in labs
12. Who has only ever given OHI in Bengali
13. Who caused a putrid odour in Southend due to their poo
14. Who is famous for their cakes

---

** Help our covid-19 rep find her way to the Dental Hospital (whilst social distancing). **

To the class of 2020, our year is special as it will be remembered for more reasons than one. We will be remembered as the quarantine graduates, the 21-hour exam year, the lockdown year, the year with no vivas, the year of zoom and blackboard collaborate, and finally we will always be remembered as THAT year. All jokes aside, we graduated amidst a pandemic and to survive that is an achievement in itself.

Covid-19 Rep

---

** You need to discharge your patients, get your pink notes through the right door! **

---

** DRAFT **

---

** DRAFT **
OPERATION: DENTAL EDITION

WHAT WILL AMAR BE WEARING TODAY FOR THE 9AM LECTURE?

RETRIEVE THE EQUIPMENT OR GET STRUCK OFF!